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Author’s 
Note
I’m a lover of puzzles and patterns. On a long-anticipated  
trip to Venice, where I first set eyes on the marble f loors 
of St. Mark’s Basilica, I discovered these interests meshed 
fabulously with quiltmaking. At the time, making a “floor 
quilt” seemed daunting, but after I cut my quiltmaking 
teeth, I realized foundation piecing was a great way to 
achieve the wow factor that had so impressed me in Italy.

I’ve been thrilled to hear from readers of my first book, 
Bella Bella Quilts, that other quilters, too, have been 
inspired by these age-old designs. And I have been even 
more thrilled to see photos of their quilts (some with 
ribbons!) based on the Bella patterns.

After writing Bella Bella Quilts, I was fortunate to return 
to Italy, visiting Rome and later Sicily, to see more floors. 
Sure enough, I found even more to inspire me, and so this 
new book commenced. I hope you’ll enjoy it and will send 
me pictures of your finished masterpieces!

 —Norah
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A Brief History  
           of the Designs

The Cosmati is the collective name of a group of designers 
active in Italy during the Middle Ages. They repurposed 
stone elements from the ruins of imperial Rome to pave 
cathedral f loors and decorate buildings and monuments. 
Massive pillars were sliced into disks, giving rise to 
distinctive curvilinear designs. The sheer number of stone 
pieces lends power to the simple shapes employed in the 

f loor patterns. The texture, variety, and color of the marble 
make a strong link to patchwork.

The designs in Bella Bella Sampler Quilts are derived from 
patterns found in medieval churches throughout Italy and 
would look familiar to any of the Cosmati that might come 
by your sewing room.

Floors typically use Carrara marble mixed with green, gold, and dark red stone. Gold leaf on glass

Orvieto Cathedral facade



A Brief History  
           of the Designs

7A brief history of the designs

Palatine Chapel, Palermo, Sicily
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How to Get the Most 

Read the General 
Instructions, Please!
I know quilters hate to read directions, but General 
Instructions (pages 17–27) includes some good ideas 
and techniques you might not have come across. I 
promise you’ll save time, and perhaps even aggravation, 
if you’ll just take the time to read them. The tips 
scattered within the project instructions are useful in 
many circumstances as well. So settle down with a nice 
cappuccino and get inspired!

Mix and Match
By all means, copy the sample quilts if you wish, but 
the goal here is to make it “mix-and-match simple” to 
make a unique version of the master quilts. Choose 
a project and note its “ingredients.” For example, a 
design might require 4 sections that finish 12˝ × 12 ,̋ 
4 sections that finish 24˝ × 12 ,̋ and a section that’s 
24˝ × 24 ,̋ as shown in the diagram (next page). The 
12˝ × 12˝ section could be made of 16 blocks 3˝ × 3˝ 
or 9 blocks 4˝ × 4˝ or 4 blocks 6̋  × 6̋ . The rectangular 
section could, in a similar manner, consist of 32 blocks 
3˝ × 3˝ or 8 blocks 6̋  × 6̋ , and so on. The 24˝ × 24˝ 
center could be similarly varied.

from This Book
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Underlying grid is of 3” squares.

Endless Design Possibilities
●● Substitute whole pieces of fabric for some of the pieced 
units. A beautiful print that coordinates with the patch-
work can substitute for an entire section of blocks.

●● Use plain fabric in place of patchwork to show off your 
hand- or machine-quilting skills.

●● Achieve a more formal effect by using the same block 
pattern in all the units.

●● Use compasses or medallions in the center square.

●● Use a different selection of blocks or change the color 
palette.

●● Substitute beautiful appliqué for all or part of the 
patchwork.

Note
If foundation piecing is not your cup of tea, measure the 

master diagrams on the pattern pullout sheets to deter-

mine finished sizes of the patches. Add seam allowances 

and piece traditionally.
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Why Use Paper  

All the patches are cut generously oversized before you 
begin, so remember …

●● Precut all the foundation patches, because it can really 
drive you crazy when the patch doesn’t cover the space 
required. Those angles are tricky! Preshaping helps get 
you in the ballpark before you start to sew. Add about 
1/2˝ seam allowance as you cut.

●● Though this book has measurements, foundation 
patches don’t have to be perfect. If you make a little slip, 
don’t throw that patch away—it will probably still work.

●● The big, shaggy margins that accumulate around the 
foundation give you more to hold on to when you pin 
units or blocks together. Plus, they make it easier to 
press the seams open without burning your fingers!

Leave the foundation papers in until the bitter end 
because they …

●● Stabilize bias edges.

●● Sometimes have tick marks to help you join sections 
accurately.

●● Make the blocks and units lie nice and flat.

●● Help you see mistakes in the joining seams (essentially, 
the stitches are on the paper!).

●● Serve as labels and help you keep patches organized.

●● It is very, very accurate!

●● All the precision is on the foundation, so you don’t have 
to rely on your rotary cutting accuracy or the machining 
of your presser foot width to get perfect matches—just 
sew on the lines.

●● Paper foundations allow you to work with shapes that 
require Y-seams, or with tiny pieces, or with sizes that 
aren’t marked on the ruler—for example, 111/16˝ or those 
nasty three-decimal-point diagonal measurements.

●● Nothing works better when you’re piecing bias edges.

Paper Foundation Piecing 
the Way I Do It
Paper foundation piecing is easier to do than to think 
about, so you’ll have to try it, not just read about it. Think 
of it as learning a new quilting method and allow yourself a 
learning curve. Like anything, techniques and methods can 
vary. Here’s what, I think, sets my methods apart:

There are no seam allowances on the foundation 
 patterns, so …

●● You don’t have to remove tiny 1/4˝ shreds from the 
seam allowances later.

●● It’s easy to get hold of the foundation to remove it.

●● If you don’t see fabric around the edge of the foundation, 
you’re more likely to notice there’s a problem.

●● The edge of the foundation is a stitching guide. 
Sew right beside it.

●● Measure against the edge of the foundation when you 
trim (see Foundation Piecing Process, page 20).

Foundation Piecing?



The Disadvantages  of Paper 
Foundation Piecing
●● Everything is backward. There’s this reversing thing 
with paper foundation piecing. The foundations have 
lines, which you look at, sew on, and often think of as 
“the front.” Most times, that’s fine—unless the block is 
asymmetric or directional. After it’s sewn, if you look at 
the fabric, the Flying Geese that were headed east when 
you were looking at the foundation will be f lying west. 
This characteristic can lead to confusion—so if some-
thing looks wrong to you, turn it over and look again.

●● You have no choice about which direction a seam lies, 
but you can grade your seams. If need be, you can trim 
sections and remove the paper before joining units. 
This allows you to re-press some seams in the opposite 
direction to allow more seams to marry. When push 
comes to shove, press seams open to distribute bulk.

●● It uses a bit more fabric than traditional piecing, but 
it is so accurate! Besides, using up fabric is good.

11Why Use Paper Foundation Piecing? 
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Choosing      
        Fabric
Choosing      
        Fabric

These designs are based on marble f loors whose coloration is quite varied.  
Part of what makes them so exciting is that every fragment of stone is a little 
different from every other one. Nothing really matches, and that characteristic 
takes away much of the stress of fabric selection. If you have a quilter’s stash of 
fabrics or remnants, gather some coordinating fabrics and get started.

I like to fill a storage tub with fabric, both large and small pieces. I keep an 
eye out for a couple of yards suitable for bands. Sewing unit by unit, I try out 
what I think looks good. It’s like cooking. Now and then I add a little spice 
by finding a color that echoes a tiny detail in a print—the color that’s the least 
obvious in the print. I choose the setting and background fabrics last, like the 
side dishes in a meal. For those, I often choose fabrics that are not included in 
the piecing. I avoid prints that will compete with the patchwork for the viewer’s 
attention. Those beauties I save for dessert!

Working with Your Stash  
to Make a Fabric Palette
Choose a theme fabric or a combination of two or three colors, such as green, 
purple, and gold, as a starting point. Sort through your stash and add coordi-
nating fabrics, being sure to select dark, medium, and light values. Keep print 
texture in mind and vary it to add interest. Keep choosing until you have more 
fabric than you think you’ll use.

The more varied the colors and values, the easier it will be to use the palette in 
a great assortment of blocks. Save large scraps and trimmings for “emergencies” 
until the project is completed.

Above: Theme fabric with supporting fabrics of green, purple, and gold



Tip
After you’ve chosen a palette of 

fabrics, a fat-quarter medley for 

example, fan out the fabrics and 

make a color copy. Label each fabric 

on the copy. 

Work with the fabrics to decide the 

placement within the blocks and 

note the chosen fabric on the block 

diagrams. This allows you to design 

before you cut up any fabric. If you 

think you don’t have enough of a 

special fabric, calculate how much 

you need beforehand.

Working with 
a Purchased 
Medley
If you need a starting point, 
it’s fun to work with a medley 
of fat quarters. Many shops 
and catalogs feature these, and 
choosing one is a bit like being in 
the penny-candy store! Purchase 
duplicate bundles if necessary. 
You can stretch the assortment 
by adding coordinating fabrics 
from your stash.

13Choosing Fabric

Choose medleys with a full 
range of dark to light.
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Some print fabrics can resemble stone when cut up.

Tip
The fabrics at left show both color 

and value selection and the relative 

strength of solids. Solid fabrics tend to 

stand out among the prints, so if you 

use them, be sure to include several in 

different colors and values. Mix them 

throughout the design for sparkle.

Commercial 
Prints and Solids
Don’t restrict choices for these quilts 
to only batiks or designed-as-stone 
fabrics. Who says you’re making a 
f loor? Use what you love—roses, 
paisleys, designer prints. In addition, 
certain designs with light, narrow 
lines against a background (tree 
branches, lace, grass) often resemble 
marble when cut into small pieces. 
Directional fabrics are great fun. Be 
sure to mix in solids and “blenders” 
to allow the eye to rest. Buy fat 
quarters or fat eighths of solid-reading 
fabrics available in a range of colors, 
such as Krystal or Fairy Frost by 
Michael Miller Fabrics or Marbles by 
Patrick Lose by Moda, to add to the 
prints you already have. Northcott’s 
Stonehenge line has a huge selection 
of both theme and blender prints.
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•  9 all-new quilts with  
easy-to-follow instructions 

•  35 paper-pieced blocks to 
mix and match into your 
own quilted masterpieces

•  Full-size paper-piecing 
patterns on pullouts

Italian tile masterpiece
Create your own
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